MyDx: Find out What is in your Cannabis
MyDx is a simple and affordable portable analyzer that will detect the chemicals we cannot see. Simply connect
the MyDx to your iOS, Android or Windows device then place a cannabis sample in the chamber and push measure for an in-depth analysis of your cannabis within a matter of seconds. The MyDx app will tell you exactly what
the information means and why you should care.
Daniel Yazbeck, CEO of MyDx says, “The electronic nose in MyDx will sniff the chemicals in the cannabis
sample, and it's going to tell you what it is. But more importantly, then you take our app, and that couples with
the device, and then you're going to correlate how those chemicals made you feel.”

See the MyDx now ===> http://www.cannainsider.com/mydx
Use coupon code: CANNAINSIDER10 for 10% off

Stashlogix: Cannabis Storage Bags
STASHLOGIX is a locking cannabis stash bag designed for safety, function, and style. Founder, Skip Stone
says, “I created STASHLOGIX to protect kids from edibles and to keep prying eyes from private items.“

Visit==> http://www.cannainsider.com/stashlogix
use coupon code: cannainsider10 for 10% off

Factoid: The founders of Stashlogix are alumni of CanopyBoulder
The first cannabis accelerator

Elevate Accessories:
Artisan Craftsmanship Comes to Cannabis
Elevate is a designer cannabis lifestyle and smoking accessory company. Elevate’s products are primarily made
from wood and glass, designed and manufactured in the US, and are made to last a lifetime. CEO Alan Bader’s
experience includes being the lead product developer at a luxury wood and precious metal jewelry manufacturer
and his attention to detail and quality show.

Visit==> http://www.cannainsider.com/elevate
Use coupon code: CI10 for 10% off your order

Factoid: The founder of Elevate is an alumnus of CanopyBoulder, The first cannabis accelerator

Evoke: The Tesla of Vaporizers
This sleek vaporizer is changing the game, and has everybody talking in the cannabis community.
The reason is that the evoke uses induction technology which no other company is doing right now.

Learn more at ====> http://www.cannainsider.com/evoke

Curved: The Rolling Papers Made for Humans
Ever try to roll a joint and have a some difficulty getting the edges lined up? Curved Rolling Papers have solved
this problem with their unique curved shape paper. Michael O’Malley, founder of Curved says, “Curved papers
are a new kind of cigarette rolling paper which are easy to roll because they have a unique curved edge curved
papers give you an edge!”

Learn more at ====> http://www.cannainsider.com/curved

The Nova from Ardent:
Get More Punch from Every Bud
For cannabis to provide you with psychoactive effects it must go through a chemical process called decarboxylation
first.
Typically people decarboxylate by smoking or cooking cannabis
However there is another way, enter Ardent Cannabis with their decarboxylation device called Nova.
According to Ardent there are many benefits to the Nova, but here are few that stand out:
1. The cannabis is activated without having to go through digestion or inhalation after going through the Nova
2. You get much more profound mileage out of each bud because the psychoactive effects are intensified, which
is great if you are on a budget or you just want to get more bang for your buck.
3. Through the process of decarboxylation the cannabis is sterilized which decreases the risk of decontamination
Ardent’s CEO, Shanel Lindsay says, “The Nova is for people who want to try marijuana but can't smoke it. It
takes the scare out of cannabis, giving patients the ability to accurately dose and enjoy the benefits of edibles
and sublinguals.”

Learn more at ====> http://www.cannainsider.com/nova
Use coupon code: cannainsider20 for 20% off your order

SuperLeaf:
You’ve Never Seen Rolling Papers Like These Before
How cool, rolling papers made from actual leaves! why didn’t somebody think of this before?

Learn more at ====> http://www.cannainsider.com/superleaf

ExtractCraft: The Source Let’s You Make
Beautiful Cannabis Oil at Home
(Available March 2016)
No more fumbling with complex devices to make a beautiful and glistening oil at home.
The Source from ExtractCraft does it all for you and makes it so simple that your mom could do it.

Learn more at ====> http://www.cannainsider.com/extractcraft
Use coupon code: CannaInsider10 for 10% off your order

Leaf: If Apple Made an In-Home Grow Device,
This Is What it would Look Like
(Available Summer 2016)
CEO of Leaf, Yoni Ofir, describes Leaf, “Leaf is a home grow system that automatically grows cannabis and is
controlled by your smartphone. And what we do is we take the industrial grade technology of grow automation
and we bring it to the consumer in a visually pleasing product. So we’re not talking about just functionality. It’s
also very beautiful and fits any home décor so that you don’t have to have this eye sore in your house.”

Learn more at ====> http://www.cannainsider.com/getleaf

Factoid: The founder of Leaf is an alumnus of CanopyBoulder,
The first cannabis accelerator

